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Chapter 168 Third Round 

Was Li Yuyan lying? 

Throughout the entire lunch, Su Zhiming was caught up on the possibility of Li Yuyan lying, but he had 

no evidence. 

He couldn't do anything. . . yet. 

--- 

He Xinyan went to Gu Yechen's house to eat dinner together. 

After eating dinner, they sit down together on the couch to watch television. Weirdly, Gu Yechen was 

the one to open the television today. 

The first station was the news station, and Gu Yechen put the remote down right away. 

"This is the news station," He Xinyan said. 

"I know." 

He Xinyan knit her eyebrows together and sat down to. . . watch the news. Gu Yechen didn't go get his 

laptop to do work, and instead sat next to her to watch the television with her. 

He Xinyan was about to complain about the boring news when the weather forecast tomorrow finished 

and it returned to the breaking news of today. 

'The LIQuan Company's Stock Drops Drastically and is on the Verge of Bankruptcy'. 

He Xinyan gasped in surprise and widened her eyes, "This -" 

Meanwhile, Gu Yechen had a proud smile on his face, and he lifted his chin up slightly, almost as if he 

was asking for a compliment for his amazing actions! 

"You did this?" He Xinyan said, pointing at the television. It almost seemed like Gu Yechen was 

destroying a company a day. Was that his new favorite hobby? 

Gu Yechen nodded his head proudly. 

He Xinyan's mouth fell open. So it was him! But now the He Corporation won't be able to work with 

them anymore, because there was no way they would want to work with a bankrupt company. But it 

didn't really matter to her, because she didn't win that round. 

"Why?" 

Gu Yechen's expression darkened slightly, "Why? How dare he lay his eyes on my woman! That is 

digging his own grave!" 

He Xinyan was at a loss for words, and she ultimately decided to not say anything. Gu Yechen was Gu 

Yechen. . . He could do whatever he liked! 



They watched television for a while before He Xinyan returned to her room. When she entered, she 

quickly ran over to her working desk to check if her guess was correct, and it was. 

The file folder on her table had been moved. 

--- 3 hours ago 

After returning from work, He Xinyan didn't immediately go to Gu Yechen's house. Instead, she first 

entered her room and closed the door. 

She pulled out two file folders from her bag. One was black, and the other was white. 

She placed the black folder right in the middle of her desk so it was very noticeable, and put the white 

one back into her bag. 

She grinned before walking out of her room, and closing the door, but not locking it. She carried the bag 

with the white folder inside to Gu Yechen's house with her. 

--- Present 

He Xinyan remembered clearly where she had placed the folder, and the position had changed. 

She chuckled. Li Yuyan had the audacity to cheat, but didn't have the brains to "cheat correctly". How 

funny! 

--- 

It was time for the second round. 

Everyone filed into the meeting room and sat down. The projector was down and everything was set. 

After Bai Jiawei made an announcement, the second round began. 

Li Yuyan volunteered to go first, which wasn't surprising to He Xinyan. She handed her plan to all of the 

shareholders and projected her presentation onto the screen. 

Like He Xinyan had guessed, all of Li Yuyan's points were the exact same as the ones in her black folder. 

Except what Li Yuyan didn't know is that all the points were really simple and weren't exactly very good, 

but of course, Li Yuyan didn't have enough brain cells to figure that out. 

The shareholders weren't very impressed by Li Yuyan's presentation, but they still clapped politely when 

she finished. 

Li Yuyan sat down and raised one eyebrow at He Xinyan, expecting for her to be scared or angry. 

However, He Xinyan was very calm. 

And, she was smiling. 

Li Yuyan frowned but didn't think much about it. 

He Xinyan handed her proposal to all of the shareholders and projected her presentation onto the 

screen. 



When she started, Li Yuyan's mouth immediately fell open. That was not the same as the one she did! 

Li Yuyan knit her eyebrows together. But she was sure that the folder belonged to He Xinyan! It was in 

her room! 

Obviously, Li Yuyan didn't want to waste the time to actually create a proposal. She also knew that by 

herself, she probably won't be able to beat He Xinyan. 

Her plan was perfect! But why was He Xinyan's proposal suddenly different? 

Li Yuyan sat in shock throughout the entire presentation, and when it finished, she didn't applaud. 

However, everyone else did. 

Most of the shareholders were smiling while nodding their heads. 

It was obvious who the winner was. 

--- 

He Xinyan was very happy that she won the second round, and she decided to buy a cake after work to 

celebrate with Gu Yechen! 

Meanwhile, Li Yuyan was in shock. What went wrong?! Did He Xinyan change her proposal last second? 

That wasn't very likely. 

Bai Jiawei was also not that happy. He had offered Li Yuyan help, but she told him she was very 

confident, so he left it up to her. However, she screwed it up! 

If Li Yuyan had won, the competition would be over! Bai Jiawei took a deep breath to calm his anger 

down, and he shot Li Yuyan an angry glare. 

There was nothing to do now since his stupid daughter had messed up again. All he could do now was to 

make sure that Li Yuyan won the last round. 

"Okay, congratulations Xinyan." Bai Jiawei said with a grave expression. "Now, let's move on to the third 

and final round. The third round will have two parts." 

"The first part is that both of you will go to a different country, and whoever sells the most products 

there will win. There is a warehouse in the different countries you will go to, and a worker there will 

have the products. He will tell you the price to sell the products at. What you will be selling is the first 

test product from the makeup line the He Corporation plans to start, so this is also a test for how the 

products will sell. Whoever sells the most products and makes the most money wins." 

"You will be leaving in five days, on next week Monday. He Xinyan, you are going to Country X. Li Yuyan, 

you are going to Country Y. Both of you will have 5 days." 

He Xinyan thought that the explanation was over, but Bai Jiawei moved on to the next slide. 

"However -" 

 


